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[Title of the Invention] METHOD FOR PRODUCING LIQUIDD

CRYSTAL PANEL

[Abstract]

[Object] There is provided a method for producing liquid

crystal panel that prevents the occurrence of the unequal

display in a panel surface that is caused by the influence

of various kinds of impurities existing in an atmosphere for

producing a liquid crystal panel.

[Solving Means] The bonding speed at the time of holding

liquid crystals 8 by a dropping method between two sheets of

glass substrates 1 and 2 subjected to orientation treatments

on transparent electrode patterns 3, 4 is made sufficiently

gentle and the liquid crystals are held at a temperature

above the transparent point of the liquid crystals. The

liquid crystal panel in which the impurities existing in the

liquid crystals or on the substrates do not exist

macroscopically unequally within the panel surface and the

unequal display does not arise is produced by suppressing

the influence of the external energy that the liquid

crystals receive at the time of dispersing on the substrates.
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[Claims]

[Claim 1] A method for producing liquid crystal panel in

which the liquid crystal panel is made by sandwiching a

liquid crystal between two pieces of substrates by means of

a liquid crystal dropping method, wherein the electrode

patterns of the two pieces of substrates are subjected to an

orientation treatment, wherein in the bonding process of the

substrates is characterizing: the occurrence of the unequal

display that are related to said liquid crystal dropping

method is diminished through the control of the sprawling

speed of the liquid crystal between said two pieces of the

substrates by means of controlling the bonding speed thereof.

[Claim 2] The method for producing liquid crystal panel

according to Claim 1, wherein said liquid crystal that is

sandwiched between said two pieces of substrates are held at

a temperature equal to or above the transparent point of

said liquid crystal.

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Technical Field of the Invention]

The present invention relates to a method for producing

a liquid crystal panel, and more particularly to the uniform

display in the liquid crystal.

[0002]
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[Description of the Related Art]

A liquid crystal display device is a display device in

which the initial orientation direction of the liquid

crystal is changed to a different orientation state through

the effect that utilizes an anisotropy of said liquid

crystal and the changes in the optical characteristics

resulting therefrom are used. With an aim to making a

display device in which in comparison to the conventional

display device, driving at a low voltage is possible, and

which is suitable for the large scale integration (LSI)

driving and is a low power consumption type, and which is

possible to make it thin and light weight, the display

device is recently being developed and commercialized with

an aim to mount it onto an office automation (OA) apparatus

by means of incorporating a wide screen and large capacities.

[0003]

Presently, a dominant display device is a super twisted

nematic (STN) type display device that is a passive matrix

type and uses the changes in the arrangement state due to

the application of an electric field onto the liquid crystal,

in other words, the changes in electron-optical

characteristics- The STN type display device is followed by

active matrix type thin film transistor (TFT) type display

device. The liquid crystal display device is a sandwich

type where the liquid crystal is sandwiched between two
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pieces of glass substrates that forms transparent electrode

films. A polymer thin film for orienting the liquid crystal

is formed onto the transparent electrode films. In case of

the STN type display device, the cell thickness between two

pieces of substrates is about 5 to 7 microns, and through

the rubbing treatment onto the polymer thin film, the

orientation of the liquid crystal is controlled such that

about 3 to 8 degrees of pre-tilt angle is obtained. The STN

type display device uses a bi-refringent characteristics of

the liquid crystal and the optical rotatory power of light.

Because it thus is possible to obtain a steep and sharp

critical value characteristics by means of changing the

orientation direction of the liquid crystal between the two

pieces of substrates by 180 to 270 degrees, about 0.05 to

0,1 microns of cell thickness are required in the STN type

display device.

[0004]

The optical characteristics of the liquid crystal is

obtained by the bi-refringent characteristics and an

dielectric anisotropy and the like that the liquid crystal

molecule have. Besides, the optical characteristics are

changed by the adjustment of the composition of the liquid

crystal and the ration of the composition as well as

including viscosities, elastic coefficients. Many kinds of

liquid crystal materials are being developed and a desired
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characteristics can be obtained by mixing these kinds of

materials

.

[0005]

Conventionally, a desired liquid crystal having several

kinds of liquid crystal materials mixed therewith is

sandwiched by means of the liquid crystal dropping method

that is disclosed in Japanese Unexamined Patent Publication

No. S63-179328, and a vacuum injection method. The liquid

crystal dropping method disperses a spacer onto one of the

glass substrates and drops a liquid crystal that is prepared

in several number of syringes onto the other of the glass

substrates with a constant pulse speed.

[0006]

[Problems to be Solved by the Invention]

Presently, in case where the liquid crystal panel is

produced by means of the liquid crystal dropping method, in

order to sandwich the liquid crystal, the liquid crystal is

dropped onto one of the two pieces of glass substrate having

the orientation treatments thereon, and the one substrate

and the other substrate which pairs the one substrate are

bonded at a vacuum atmosphere and then is leaked therefrom,

thereby producing a liquid crystal panel. However, the

speed of bonding the two pieces of substrates depends on the

natural drop speed of the substrate and the outer pressure

of the leaking from the vacuum atmosphere, but the
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adjustment on the bonding speed was not particularly

performed.

[0007]

In the meantime, the impurities that result from the

atmosphere at the time of producing the liquid crystal panel

are present on the substrate and in the liquid crystal

before the substrates are bonded. If the impurities are

melt in the liquid crystal or are dispersed, a density

distribution of the impurities are occurred on the

substrates when the liquid crystal is sprawled. At this

time, the density distribution of the impurities are more

outstanding by performing the dispersion operation of the

liquid crystals that are dropped onto the substrates

compulsively or sharply.

[0008]

Such chromatographic phenomenon causes the changes in

the pre-tilt a:ngle of the orientation film and the forming

of the electric double layer in the liquid crystal panel

surface and by the changes in the critical value resulting

therefrom generates display unevenness in the liquid crystal

panel surface, which is problematic. This chromatographic

phenomenon depends on the quantities of impurities in the

liquid crystal or on the substrates, the solubility in the

liquid crystal, and the absorbing ability of the substrate

surface, and further depends on the dispersion speed and the
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flowing direction of the liquid crystal,

[0009]

The present invention have been made in consideration

of above mentioned problems and have an object to provide a

method for producing liquid crystal panel in which in the

process of sandwiching a liquid crystal between two pieces

of substrates, by controlling outer stress being applied

onto the liquid crystal and the dispersion speed of the

liquid crystal onto the substrates, the occurrence of the

unequal display in a panel surface that is caused by the

influence of various kinds of impurities existing in an

atmosphere for producing a liquid crystal panel is prevented.

[0010]

[Means for Solving the Problems]

In order to accomplish the above-mentioned objects, the

present invention provides a method for producing liquid

crystal panel in which the liquid crystal panel is made by

sandwiching a. liquid crystal between two pieces of

substrates by means of a liquid crystal dropping method,

wherein the electrode patterns. of the. two pieces of

substrates are subjected to an orientation treatment,

wherein in the bonding process of the substrates is

characterizing: the occurrence of the unequal display that

are related to said liquid crystal dropping method is

diminished through the control of the sprawling speed of the
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liquid crystal between said two pieces of the substrates by

means of controlling the bonding speed thereof.

[0011]

[Operation]

In the liquid crystal panel of the present invention,

by using viscous fluid which has chemical resistance and is

not chemically changed before and after producing the panel,

the characteristics of the liquid crystal can be suppressed

from being deteriorated and thus the reliability of the

display characteristics of the liquid crystal panel is

enhanced.

[0012]

In addition to this, when the liquid crystal is

sandwiched between substrates that are bonded at temperature

equal to or above the transparent point of the liquid

crystal, the solubility to the liquid crystal is increased.

In other words, the influence onto the unstableness of the

liquid crystal's molecule arrangement that is resulting from

the case where the impurities are present in the liquid

crystal, is diminished, and therefore even if an excessive

outer stress is applied onto the liquid crystal at the time

of the liquid crystal's dispersion, the impurities in the

liquid crystal are not lilcely to be separated or distributed.

[0013]

As a result of this, it is possible to suppress the
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unevenness of the density distribution of the impurities on

the substrates by means of dispersing. the liquid crystal

sufficiently smooth onto the substrates and to prevent the

display unevenness of the panels which facilitates the

uniformed display quality. In addition, by means of

sandwiching the liquid crystal equal to or above the

transparent point of the liquid crystal, it is possible to

further increase the effect that results from dispersing the

liquid crystal sufficiently smooth onto the substrates.

[0014]

[Embodiments]

Fig. 1 is a process diagram that illustrates the method

for producing the liquid crystal panel in accordance with

first and second embodiments.

[0015]

(First Embodiment)

First, as shown in Fig. 1-(1), transparent electrode

patterns 3 and 4 are provided respectively onto the glass

substrates 1 and 2. By means of flexo print method, an

orientation film 6 (polyimide orientation film) is formed

onto the substrates 1 and. 2, which is then cured and is

subjected to the rubbing treatment onto the surface thereof,

and thus the orientation film 6 has an orientation

characteristic. At this time, an orientation treatment is

subjected between the substrates 1 and 2 in a direction
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where the molecule of the liquid crystal 8 as shown in Fig.

3, which will be explained later, is tilted by 240 degrees,

such that a spacer 7 of for example 7.0 microns is uniformly

dispersed onto the glass substrate 1 as shown in Fig. 3 that

will be explained later.

[0016]

Then, after placing the other glass substrate 2 on the

dropping stage 10, the liquid crystal 8 containing chiral

materials that are absorbed in three glass syringe

accommodated in the dropping syringe 9 is dropped onto the

glass substrate 2. After making a sealing material 5, as

shown in Figs. 2 and 3 that will be explained later, to

contain a spacer 7 at a ration of 1.5 weights percent by

using UV curing resins, the sealing material 5 is printed on

the substrate having the spacer 7 dispersed thereon by means

of screen print methods.

[0017]

Next, as shown in Fig. l-(2), by means of a vertically

movable pin 12, the glass substrate 1 is held on the

substrate bonding stage 11 at 10 millimeters above the glass

substrate 2 and in parallel to the. glass substrate 2.

Thereafter, the vacuum chamber 14 is made to be vacuous by

means of a vacuum pump 15. Finally, the vertically movable

pin 12 is smoothly fallen down at a speed of 5 millimeters

per second such that the glass substrates 1 and 2 are bonded
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each other as shown in Fig. l-{3).

[0018]

By making it possible to adjust the speed of bonding

the glass substrates 1 and 2 sufficiently smooth^ the

dispersion speed of the liquid crystal 8 onto the substrates

can be sufficiently smooth, and thus the process can be

performed at temperature equal to or above the transparent

point of the liquid crystal, which is the characteristics of

the present invention.

[0019]

Next, as shown in Fig. l-(3), by further falling the

vertically movable pin 12, the bonded glass substrates are

leaked and the sealing materials 5 as shown in Figs. 2 and 3

are cured by irradiating UV light. As a result of this, the

liquid crystal panel can be produced as shown in the plan

view of Fig. 2 and the sectional view of Fig. 3.

[0020]

Here, in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, a reference number 1

denotes the glass substrate having a segment electrode 3

provided thereon, a reference number 2 denotes the glass

substrate having a common electrode 4. On the other hand,

in Fig. 1 the segment electrode 3 and the common electrode 4

are merely referred to the transparent electrode patterns 3

and 4 in together. The reference number 5 denotes sealing

materials using UV curing resin which seal around the liquid
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crystal 8 containing the spacer 7 as shown in Fig. 3. The

reference number 6 denotes the orientation film provided

onto the segment electrode 3 and the common electrode 4 on

the glass substrates 1 and 2.

[0021]

After applying static waveforms onto the liquid crystal

panel as shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, the liquid crystal

panel was tested by turning on and off the panel. The test

result showed that the display unevenness depending on the

liquid crystal's dropping position was scarce and that the

difference of threshold voltages, where the transmittance

becomes 10 percents of the maximum transmittance, at between

the dropping position and the neighboring position were

equal to or below 10 millivolt.

[0022]

(Second Embodiment)

A heater 13 is provided beneath the substrate bonding

stage 11 in Fig. l-(2) of the first embodiment- The surface

temperature of the stage 11 is made equal to or above the

transparent point of the dropping liquid crystal 8.

Thereafter, the same process was done as that of the first

embodiment. The result showed that the display unevenness

was not found and the difference of threshold voltages at

between the dropping position and the neighboring position

were not detected.
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[0023]

(First Comparative Embodiment)

The glass substrate 1 was naturally fallen at a position 10

millimeters above the glass substrate and a test was

performed like in the first embodiment. The result showed

that the display unevenness depending on the liquid

crystal's dropping position was founded and that the

difference of threshold voltages at between the dropping

position and the neighboring position were about 30

millivolt

.

[0024]

[Effect of the Invention]

As described above in detail, in the method for

producing the liquid crystal panel in accordance with the

present invention, by means of maJcing the speed of bonding

liquid crystal panel's substrates sufficiently slow, and in

some occasions by means of performing the bonding process at

temperature equal to or above the transparent point of the

liquid crystal, it is possible to produce a uniform liquid

crystal panel which does not show display unevenness in the

panel surface which were generated in the conventional

dropping method.
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[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Fig. 1]

Fig, 1 is a process diagram that illustrates the method

for producing a liquid crystal panel in accordance with

first and second embodiments of the present invention.

- [Fig. 2]

Fig. 2 is a plan view illustrating the liquid crystal

panel produced by the method in accordance with the present

invention.

[Fig. 3]

Fig. 3 is a sectional diagram illustrating the liquid

crystal panel in Fig. 2.

[Reference Numerals]

1: glass substrate at segment electrode side

2: glass substrate at common electrode side

3: segment electrode

4: common electrode

5: spacer containing UV curing rein seal materials

6: orientation film

7: spacer

8: liquid crystal

9: dropping syringe

10: dropping stage

11: substrate bonding stage
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12: vertically movable pin

13: heater

14: vacuum chamber

15: vacuum pump
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